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Abstract 

We examine the effect of flood risk regulation on property prices in the inner suburbs of 
Paris, France. Increased flood risk is one of the major consequences of climate change, 
and it is already a current risk for populations in some areas of Southern and Western 
France. The Ile-de-France region is highly exposed to the risk of a major flood of the Seine 
River. About 830 000 people and 620 000 jobs would be directly affected if a flood similar 
to the historic event of 1910 would occur (IAU, 2011; OECD,2013).  
 
A large literature has examined the impact of actual floods with a surprisingly large varia-
tion in results. Only a few studies have investigated the effect of information about flood 
risk (Harrison et al., 2001; Troy and Romm, 2004; Hallstrom and Smith, 2005; Pope, 2008; 
Rajapaksa et al., 2016), as opposed to the direct economic impact of flood damage. It is 
not easy to separate the effect of information on flood risk, as such, as flood prone areas 
by definition also are likely to suffer recurrent flooding. Since a major role of flood risk 
regulation is to inform actors in the real estate markets about the actual risk, it is im-
portant for policy purposes to evaluate the reaction to information on flood risk separate-
ly from any damage from actual floods. 
  
The inner suburbs around Paris offer a unique opportunity to do so, since there is high 
flood risk, but no major flood occurred during the period analysed in the paper. In this ar-
ticle, we study the impact of information on flood risk released through the implementa-
tion of the French regulation on flood risk prevention plans (PPRi). The objective of the 
paper is to test whether information on flood risk has an impact on the price of the real 
estate transactions in the inner suburbs of Paris over the period 2003 to 2012. During the 
period, it can be assumed that past flood events were not salient to buyers and sellers in 
the region, since the last major flood of the Seine river at the time was the 50-year flood 
of 1955. The more recent ten-year floods of 2016 and 2018 occurred after the period of 
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the study. This avoids a confounding direct effect on prices of flood itself and permits us 
to argue that we identify only an effect of flood risk information on price. 
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Abstract 

This paper focuses on two main aspects of disaster volunteerism, receiving and recipro-

cating, and it proposes a new volunteering theory that incorporates these two aspects. 

The dichotomy between volunteers and survivors in regards to “receiving” volunteerism 

is a main focus of critique in the present paper, especially in the case of the Disaster Volunteer 

Centers (DVC), which received disaster volunteers in the 2016 Kumamoto earthquakes. Ethno-

graphic research and interviews were conducted in the Mashiki DVC after the 2016 earthquakes, 

and the findings indicated that the line separating the “survivor” from the “supporter” was quite 

vague. Furthermore, a comparative study of the DVCs in Mashiki and Nishihara indicated that ge-

opolitical issues affected the model of the DVC organization. 

Three main research studies conducted by the author on the aspect of reciprocity are dis-

cussed. Two latent classes were found in five different support activities (volunteering, donation, 

sending supplies, buying support goods, and traveling to the affected areas) and pay-it-forward 

drives, which strongly affected one group, in particular, the latent class found to have a higher ten-

dency to perform all the support activities. The second study simulated volunteering, including the 

pay-it-forward network (PFN) parameters, and the results indicated that there was a tipping point (α 

= 0.1) where volunteering extended dramatically once the PFN parameters reached certain condi-

tions. The third study proposes a new methodology to accelerate the pay-it-forward support, includ-

ing a discussion of Actor Network Theory and symbolic boundary objects. 

To replace the dichotomy of volunteers and survivors, the paper proposes that Marcel 

Mauss’ gift-giving theory be considered as an alternative. The authors propose “a circuit of affirm-

ing debt” as a new circuit of volunteering, which can affirm debt, by procrastinating the debt to-

ward imaginary survivors in the future rather than “a circuit of denying debt,” where debt is denied 

through the establishment of a third party (e.g., the DVC). This strategy can open a new field for 

survivors to participate in support endeavors in future disasters. 
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Abstract 

This study aims to construct an economy-transportation integrated model for assessing the disaster 

economic impact. The model has ability to assess an disaster impact on economy and transporta-

tion integratedly. The economic sub-model is constructed based on a computable general equilibri-

um (CGE) model. The transportation sub-model is constructed based on a network user equilibrium 

model. The model is formulated as mixed complementarity problem. The model is able to capture 

inherent effects that an interaction between transportation network and economic activity has. De-

mand for transportation services is endogenously determined considering economic activity based 

on a supply chain network. Therefore, damage to capital stock due to a disaster and thus resulting 

changes in economic activity affect transportation. Transportation disruption or congestion due to 

disaster also affect economic activity in the model. Especially transport disruption causes perturba-

tion in supply chain network between regions and within a region. In this study, nationwide interre-

gional input-output table which consist of 47 prefectures is used for parameter calibrations of the 

CGE models. Transportation network connects all regions in the model. This study shows the pitfall 

of CGE model not considering a transportation network obviously and usefulness of the integrated 

model for disaster economic impact assessment. 

Keywords disaster economic impact, CGE model, network user equilibrium 

model, 
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Abstract 

Estimation of economic losses caused by natural disasters requires capital stock data with spatial 

resolution equivalent to hazard assessment. With the progress of computers, grid size of seismic 

ground motion has become 250m squares in Japan, and that of tsunami has become 50m or 10m 

squares. However, it is currently difficult to assess the loss properly based on the natural hazard 

with finer grids because the spatial resolution of existing capital stock data of private enterprises is 

only prefecture. Therefore, we developed high-resolution stock data for the purpose of estimating 

losses due to natural hazard such as earthquake and tsunami. Basically, that grid data was devel-

oped by dividing “gross capital stock of private enterprises by prefectures” which had been re-

leased by Cabinet Office in 2011. Statistical data such as “Economic Census” and grid data of land 

use were leveraged for the division. As a result, the high-resolution grid data with 24 industrial 

classifications and 2.5 million grids were created, and the amount of capital stock was approxi-

mately 135 trillion yen. Furthermore, as case studies utilized the grid data, the capital stock inun-

dated by massive tsunami assumed by Nankai Trough could be estimated in 4 cases, which con-

sist of 2 failure conditions of embankments and 2 patterns of the large slip area in tsunami source. 

Regarding 2 failure conditions of embankments, one is destroyed due to seismic ground motion be-

fore tsunami reaches shoreline, another is maintained until tsunami gets them over. In former con-

dition, the loss of capital stock was approximately estimated 30 to 34 trillion yen, and in the latter 

condition it was estimated 19 to 23 trillion yen. This result shows that if the existing embankments 

work well, they decrease the capital stock loss of 11 trillion yen. Concerning the setting of the large 

slip area in tsunami source, one is in the eastern part of source area in Nankai Trough, another is 

in the western part. The former setting imposed more loss than the latter setting because of the 

spatial distribution of exposed stock. As shown in this study, high-resolution grid stock data enables 

accurate loss estimation due to natural disaster, and moreover, that data is expected as input data 

for estimate of indirect losses. 
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